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ABSTRACT Removing the haze in an image is a huge challenge due to the difficulty of accurate hazy image
modeling. Although the atmospheric scattering model (ASM) is widely used to describe the formation of
hazy images, it is hard to deal with the uneven haze image, once the ASM is restricted with the assumption
that the atmosphere distributed homogeneously. This paper analyzes the haze imaging mechanism, then
proposes an image-to-image architecture to handle the uneven image dehazing, in which a heterogeneous
twin network (HT-Net) with two parallel sub-networks are constructed to establish the high dimensional
nonlinear mapping model between the hazy and clean images. Consequently, the inhomogeneous haze
is removed by the symmetric U-shape network with encoder-decoder structure, meanwhile, the other
enhancement network extracts the high-frequency feature from the hazy image to compensate the edge
and texture of the object. The effectiveness is validated by the experiments based on three real haze image
datasets which depict the same visual content recorded in haze-free and hazy conditions, under the same
illumination parameters. One professional uneven haze image dataset is found in the real environment and
covers 190 types of scene and 21975 uneven images accordingly. This dataset includes thin, heavy, and
uneven haze images. The other two benchmark datasets are I-HAZE and O-HAZE, respectively including
35 pairs of indoor real haze and haze-free (ground-truth) images and 45 different outdoor scenes. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method in this paper can remove the haze and achieve
superior performance over the other mentioned methods.

INDEX TERMS Uneven image dehazing, restoration, atmospheric scattering model (ASM), deep learning,
encoder-decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION
Images captured by the devices often have been degraded
by the kinds of inclement weather conditions, such as rain,
snow, fog, sand storms. Haze is one of the most common
atmospheric phenomena, which could hinder the high-level
computer vision tasks such as object detection, recognition
and tracking because of the color distortion, low contrasts,
and edges blurring in the hazy image. In order to overcome
the image degradation caused by the haze, a large number
of image dehazing methods have been proposed. However,
most of the dehazing methods assume that the distribution of
haze in the images are even, actually, huge numbers of uneven
haze images are produced in the real world, such as images
collected at the scenes of the fire, coal mining and images
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with dumpling fog, as shown in Fig.1. Moreover, haze in the
atmosphere influenced by the smoke, mist, dust and various
suspended particles, essentially brings random, non-uniform
noise in the images, even though the haze in the image appears
homogeneous, it is hard to ensure the haze concentrations are
the same in the whole image. This paper focuses on the image
dehazing with uneven haze.

Since the haze in the image could blur the object edges and
weaken the contrast, hence the direct way of haze removal is
to employ the enhancement method to sharpness the image,
the typical works include histogram-based image dehaz-
ing [1], enhancing the images based on the homomorphic
filtering [2], and Retinex [3], etc.

Another effective way for image dehazing is based on the
atmospheric scattering model (ASM) by which the effect of
atmospheric particles is introduced into the imaging mecha-
nism to depict the physical degradation process of the hazy
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FIGURE 1. Images with uneven haze.

image explicitly [4]–[6]. There exist two important parame-
ters in this model: (1) transmission map, and (2) atmospheric
light, by accurately estimating the two parameters people
can restore a clear image from a hazy image. For example,
Fattal [7] utilizes a local color-lines prior in clear images
to estimate the transmission and recovers haze-free image
by increasing visibility and contrasts. Dark channel prior
(DCP) [8] is another famous algorithm based on the ASM,
which proposes a dark-channel model to accurately predict
the transmission and remove haze in the local regions effec-
tively. However, it is imperfect to handle the region which is
bright or similar to the atmospheric light. Along the way of
DCP, several derivedmethods [9]–[11] have been proposed to
overcome color distortion in particular regions. Still based on
the ASM, Berman et al. [12] further proposes non-local haze-
line priors to improving visibility and restoring the colors.

In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
highlight their performance in computer vision tasks since
the deep neural network can approximate the high dimen-
sional nonlinear model without the need to choose the fea-
tures manually. As a matter of course, CNNs are introduced
into the haze removing as well. At present, the works focus
on employing CNNs to estimate the parameters of ASM.
In [13], a deep architecture called DehazeNet is proposed
to estimate the medium transmission, whose layers are spe-
cially designed to represent the established priors in image
dehazing. The same purposes in [14] are achieved by a
multi-scale convolutional neural network (MSCNN). The two
methods directly build the end-to-end architecture from the
hazy image to the medium transmission matrix of the ASM.
In [15], the ASM has been transformed into a new formula
by introducing an intermediate variable, and then CNN is
employed to build the mapping from the hazy image to
this intermediate variable. The reference [16] discovers that
in the YCrCb space, the atmospheric illumination in hazy
weather has more influence on the luminance channel than
other channels. Hence, the image dehazing based on the
ASM is converted from RGB color space to YCrCb color
space, and a multi-scale convolutional network is adopted
to identify hazy regions and generate the restoration image.

In [17], an image-to-image network named FFA-Net is pro-
posed to restore the haze-free image combined with the
attention mechanism. The FFA-Net achieves an end-to-end
architecture to recover the clean image without estimating the
parameters, however, it still depends on the ASM to construct
the synthetic image set to validate its performance.

The aforementioned references based on the ASM get sig-
nificant achievements in the even image dehazing. However,
there exists a strong assumption in the ASM to simplify the
mathematic model of image degradation, i.e. the atmosphere
is homogeneous. That means the ASM restricted to the atmo-
sphere being homogeneous is more suitable for expressing
the even haze imaging process. Unfortunately, the haze par-
ticles medium in the atmosphere may produce random and
non-uniform noise and result in the haze distributed unevenly
in the image. Aiming at the uneven haze image, this paper
proposes a framework with two different structures called
heterogeneous twin network (HT-Net), this framework can
remove the thin, heavy, and uneven haze and enhance the loss
of the edge information adaptively.Most importantly, in order
to meet the hazy scene with the realistic environment, a real
hazy image dataset is established, which is different from the
synthetic datasets. These images captured under the condition
of no haze as the ground-truth are in the same scene with the
corresponding hazy images.

Generally, dehazingmodels rely on two types of evaluation
criteria: (1) for the ground truth images are known, the full-
reference (FR) image quality assessment (IQA) is typically
computed to evaluate the performance of the dehazing meth-
ods, such as PSNR [18] and SSIM [19]; (2) if the hazy images
without ground truth, the no-reference (NR) IQA metrics
are highly desirable to measure the dehazing effects. And
several NR IQA metrics [20]–[23] were proved effectively
in assessing image blur, image contrast-distorted. So in this
paper, we measure the validity both on full-reference (FR)
image quality assessment (IQA) and no-reference (NR) IQA
metrics.

The main contributions of this paper are shown as follows:
1) This paper focuses on the uneven haze images with-

out the limitation that the atmosphere is homogeneous. And
the reason for restricted ASM invalidated to uneven haze
images is revealed by analyzing the imaging mechanism
theoretically.

2) An image-to-image CNN architecture with two het-
erogeneous networks is proposed to remove the haze. The
input and output are respectively the hazy and clean image.
This framework efficiently leverages the end-to-end learning
strategy to capture the inherent relation between the haze
and haze-free images without estimating the intermediate
parameters. It improves global dehazing performance and
obtains the optimal recovered image.

3) A new image dataset is created based on the real environ-
ment with 190 types of scenes and 21975 hazy images. Some
of the samples are shown in Fig.2. Since the hazy images are
coming from the real scenario, it becomes more difficult to
build degradation model for this kind of hazy images with
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FIGURE 2. Real hazy image samples.

unknown haze distribution and concentration. The dataset
lays the foundation for the restoration of real uneven images
and we hope it could be significant to future work.

In the experiments, the methods DCP [8], DeHazeNet [13],
MSCNN [14], AOD-Net [15] and FFA-Net [17] are employed
to compare the dehazing effectiveness for the huge numbers
of hazy images collected in the indoors and outdoors. These
methods are based on atmosphere scatter model and out-
standing at the even image dehazing. Our approach mainly
handles the uneven hazy image without the limitation that
the atmosphere is homogeneous and the proposed network
can supplement the detail information lost in the feature
extraction by enhancement network to restore the high-pixel
dehazed image, while our method is imperfect to a few
images with the color closed to white in a large area. For these
images, the output of HT-Net would be supersaturated in a
mono-color.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the architecture of the proposed network, including
the existing model analysis, the proposed heterogeneous twin
network architecture. Experimental results and analysis are
provided in Section III, and finally, we conclude our work in
Section IV.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH
A. ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MODEL ANALYSIS
ASM, the classical degradation description of the hazy image
generation process is formulated as below:

I (x) = J (x)t(x)+ A(1− t(x)) (1)

where x is the location of each pixel within the image,
I(x) is the observed hazy image, J (x) is the corresponding
scene radiance, i.e., the ideal clean image to be recovered.
A denotes the global atmospheric light, and t(x) is themedium
transmission. Substantially, the ASM can be split into two
processes [4]–[6]: the attenuation and the airlight scattering,
hence, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:

I (x) = J (x)t(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ia(x)

+A(1− t(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Is(x)

= Ia(x)+ Is(x) (2)

where Ia(x), the attenuation sub-model, describes the incident
light attenuation. Is(x) is the scattering sub-model which
represents how a column of the atmosphere acts as a light
source by reflecting environmental illumination towards an
observer.

In Beer-Lambert [24], the relationship between Ia(x) and
J (x) is described as follows

Ia(x) = J (x)e−Kd(x)c(x) (3)

d(x) and c(x) respectively denote the scene depth and
concentration of the absorbing medium. K is the extinction
coefficient. By Eq. (3), the following result can be yielded

t(x) =
Ia(x)
J (x)

= e−Kd(x)c(x) (4)

Eq. (4) means the scene depth d(x) and the concentration
of the absorbing medium c(x) will influence the transmission
t(x) exponentially. These two parameters are hard to be cal-
culated precisely in the imaging process. In order to make the
ASM become achievable, a limiting assumption is proposed:
the atmosphere is homogeneous. Based on this assumption,
the parameter c(x) can be set as a constant C , so the medium
transmission t(x) is simplified as follows:

t(x) = e−βd(x) (5)

where β = K · C , it is constant.
The Eq.(5) is commonly used in the existing dehazing liter-

ature to estimate the medium transmission and construct the
synthesis hazy image dataset. When this constant β assump-
tion is utilized to estimate t(x) or to synthesize hazy images
for the training, it implies that the dehazing algorithms learn
to handle images with even haze. In reality, there exist plenty
of hazy images collected indoors or outdoors, which are hard
to ensure the atmosphere is homogeneous, and moreover,
in some cases, the images have uneven haze exactly.

B. HETEROGENEOUS TWIN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
FOR UNEVEN HAZE REMOVAL
Image dehazing is inherently an ill-posed problem since
multiple solutions exist for any given degradation pixel. The
similar problem exists in image denoising [25], [26] and
super-resolution [27], they are all underdetermined inverse
problems, and whose solution is not unique. A classical
method to eliminate the non-unique problem is to constrain
the solution space by strong prior information, such as the
ASM using in image dehazing. Unfortunately as discussed
before, the estimation of the model parameters could become
too complicated to calculate once the atmospheric medium is
inhomogeneous.

Mathematically, the goal of image dehazing is to recover
the clean image J (x) from the hazy one I (x). This process
is to establish the mapping f (·) from I (x) to J (x), and the
relationship could be formulated as

J (x) = f (I (x)) (6)

where x is the location of each pixel within the
image.Generally, the perfect f (·) could not be described by an
explicit mathematical formulation since it is high dimensional
with strong nonlinearity. This restoration process is ill-posed
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and the solution is often not unique, which is formulated as
below output Ĵ (x)

Ĵ (x) = f (I (x)) (7)

Hence, the optimal Ĵ (x) should be found as a real image
J (x). Generally, the optimal solution Ĵ∗(x) is to calculate the
variation as below.

Ĵ∗(x) = f ∗(I (x)) = argmin
f
‖f (I (x))− J (x)‖ (8)

The Eq.(8) is difficult to get an analytical solution since
f (x) is high dimensional with strong nonlinearity. Fortu-
nately, Eq. (8) is shown a learning process by the samples,
in which J (x) is the label, f (I (x)) is the output, and f (·) is the
model that should be learned.

Inspired by the CNNs successfully utilized in handling
image denoising and super-resolution with their strong non-
linear mapping capability and powerful self-learning ability,
in this paper, the deep neural network is employed to exe-
cute the learning process and establish the high dimensional
nonlinear model of f (·). The architecture is composed of two
different structures of neural networks that are organically
synthesized to dedicate the high performance of image dehaz-
ing by their special architecture as shown in Fig.3.

FIGURE 3. Heterogeneous twin network (HT-Net).

The first neural network is constituted of a U-shape
encoder-decoder network to build the mapping from hazy
image to the clean one, in which the encoder is adept at auto-
matically acquiring feature information of the hazy image
in a data-driven manner, and the decoder is employed to
transform the feature map into a recovered image guided by
the ground truth image. Skip connections are added from the
convolutional layers of the encoder to the deconvolutional
layers of the decoder, which can not onlymake themulti-scale
feature smoothly flow to the recovering network, but also
effectively accelerate deep network training and reduce the
computation complexity. The encoder compresses the entire
image into a low-dimensional feature space, whichmay result
in the feature map failing to represent the information of the
whole image. Accordingly, it is hard for the decoder to get
enough information to rebuild the high pixel image. So the
other network is designed to complement image information
for enhancing contrast and eliminating blurring. The two

sub-networks implement independently from each other, and
fuse together by different learned weights to fulfill the image
dehazing finally.

To obtain the haze-free output, several procedures of the
proposed method are scheduled as follows

(1) U-shape network for haze removal.
The encoder and decoder, are established in this struc-

ture to extract the haze image feature and reconstruct the
clean image, respectively. As shown in Fig.3, the encoder
approaches the mapping fe(I (x)) = h, h is the output feature
and the decoder approximates the mapping fd (h) = I2(x),
in which I2(x) is the restored image.
(2) The other network is designed to enhance the edges and

details of the image, which is formulated as fr (I (x)) = I1(x),
where I1(x) is the output image.

(3) These two sub-networks fuse in parallel with weights βi
and the fusion connection is defined as the following formula

Ĵ (x;β) = {y =
m∑
i=1

βiIi(x);
m∑
i=1

βi = 1, βi ≥ 0,∀i} (9)

1) U-SHAPE NETWORK
The U-shape encoder-decoder network is designed to recover
the haze-free image in this paper, as shown in Fig.4. The
encoder-decoder is a machine learning framework and could
adopt multiple deep learning architectures to fulfill the
encoding/decoding process. In machine translation, it usually
adopts the LSTM-LSTM structure and CNN-RNN is the
most common pattern in the image caption. Image dehazing
could be considered as a process of image reconstruction,
so we use CNN as the encoder to extract the features and the
deconvolutional neural network as the decoder to restore the
clean image.

FIGURE 4. U-shape network for haze removal.
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a: ENCODER FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION
In the encoder, features benefited to image restoration could
be extracted under the guidance of haze-free images. The
encoder is composed of multiple convolution layers. The
front layers could capture the local detail information of
the image by N*N convolution kernels. With the layers
increasing, the perception field of the convolution layer is
expanded, and the more complex semantic information of
the image would be captured. After the operation of multiple
convolution layers, the abstract representation of the image at
different scales is finally obtained.

A stack of five convolutional blocks is designed to approx-
imate the mapping fe as the encoder as shown in Fig.5. Each
block is composed of the residual network (ResNet). The
ResNet adds skip connection from the input directly to the
output, which can effectively protect the integrity of the infor-
mation and simplify the training, and moreover, it can avoid
vanishing/exploding gradients compared to the traditional
convolutional network. From the Block2 to Block5 each
block includes 2 ResNet modules and every module has a
stack of 3 convolution layers, respectively 1 × 1, 3 × 3, and
1× 1, just as the bottleneck design, where the 1 × 1 layer is
responsible for adjusting the dimensions.

FIGURE 5. The encoder structure (K is kernel size, S denotes the stride
and C is the channel number of input).

Since the pooling layer may result in the loss of structural
information, it is abandoned in our encoder. So there are
two types of network structure: the convolution layer and the

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). After the stacked residual net-
work layers, the images are transformed into a feature space
and its size is smaller than input because of the convolution
operation.

b: DECODER FOR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION WITH SKIP
CONNECTIONS
The decoder used to recover the haze-free image from the
feature map could be considered as the inverse process of
the encoder. It is hopefully giving a reconstruction close to
the original input. Five deconvolution layers are cascaded
as a decoder to approximate the recovering mapping fd ,
as shown in Fig.6. As we all know, different convolution lay-
ers can extract different features. The former layers learn the
low-level features, such as edges, corners, and with the layer
increasing, more complex features with semantic content will
be obtained [28]. In order to make full use of the information
of the convolutional layer and provide more feature informa-
tion to deconvolution layers for obtaining high approximation
with the clean image, we introduce skip connections into
the encoder-decoder network. Through the skip connections,
multi-level features information could be directly transmitted
to the deconvolution layers. Moreover, the skip connections
could avoid the problem of vanishing/exploding gradients
and facilitate network convergence, just like the shortcuts
in the residual network. The five deconvolution layers are
designed in symmetry with the five convolutional layers to
ensure the output size of convolution is uniform with the
corresponding deconvolution.

FIGURE 6. The decoder structure (K is kernel size, S denotes the stride
and C is the channel number of input).
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2) THE ENHANCEMENT NETWORK
The U-shape network described in the previous subsection
effectively eliminates the hazy noise in the image, while
it may weaken the edges and details of images caused
by the multiple convolutional down-samplings. Generally,
the image becomes blurred mostly due to the loss of
edge information located in the image high-frequency. It is
an effective way to obtain a clear image by adding the
high-frequency information to blurred images. Suppose I (x)
is a blurred image and k(x) is a high-pass filter, the high-
frequency information g(x) can be extracted by k(x),

g(x) = I (x) ∗ k(x) (10)

Through adding the high-frequency information to the
blurred image, the edge enhanced image Ie(x) can be got,

Ie(x)) = d × g(x)+ c× I (x) (11)

where d and c are enhanced parameters, d > 1, 0 < c < 1.
Inspired by adding the high-frequency information to

improve the image clarity, a simple network with five blocks
of residual nets is designed. To keep more information lost
in the front convolution layers of the encoder, there is no
down-sampling in this network. Fig.7 is the output of the
enhancement network. It is observed that there is rich edge
information in the output of the enhancement which will
supplement the U-shape network to improve the clarity of the
dehazed image and eliminate blur.

FIGURE 7. Demonstration of the edge information extracted by the
enhancement network. Top: The input hazy image samples. Bottom: The
corresponding output of the enhancement network.

The enhancing network includes five blocks and each
block contains 3 convolution layers respectively 1 × 1,
3× 3, and 1× 1, as shown in Fig.8. The size of the filter is as
same as the decoder. The difference from the decoder is that
in this residual network, the stride is 1 and the padding is 1,
which makes the feature map have the same size as the input
image to reduce the loss of the spatial structure information.
The enhancing framework can be formulated as:

fr (I (x)) = I1(x) (12)

where I (x) is the hazy image, fr is the enhancing framework,
and I1(x) is the high-frequency information.

3) FUSION OF THE TWO HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
In order to take full advantage of the two network strengths
to remove the haze and retain the image details, we fuse the

FIGURE 8. Enhancement network.

parallel architectures by multiplying the adaptive learning
weights which are obtained by the whole HT-Net. Hence,
by Eq. (9), the output clear image set Ĵ (x;β) is transformed
into Ĵ (x; λ) and calculated as below

Ĵ (x; λ) = {y =
m∑
i=1

βiIi(x);βi =
eλi∑m
i=1 e

λi
,∀i} (13)

where βi is the adaptive weights which will be learned by
the neural network through λi. The optimal restored image is
transformed as follows

λ∗ = argmin
λ

∥∥∥Ĵ (x; λ)− J (x)∥∥∥ (14)

Ĵ∗(x) = Ĵ (x; λ∗) (15)

The λ∗ is learned simultaneously with the two parallel
networks by the same optimizer.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide an extensive evaluation of the
performance of the HT-Net for the task of image dehaz-
ing. The experiment consists of two parts. Firstly, the pro-
posed method is compared with other existing methods on
thin, heavy and uneven haze images of our dataset both
in qualitative and quantitative, the methods including DCP
[8], DeHazeNet [13], MSCNN [14], AOD-Net [15] and
FFA-Net [17]. Besides visual examination, Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR) [18], Structural Similarity (SSIM) [19]
and MSE indexes are calculated, which are widely used
for evaluating the performance of image dehazing when the
ground-truth haze-free image is available. In order to assess
the performance of the proposed method more extensively,
no-reference metric for image quality assessment has been
used. Compared with the full-reference image quality assess-
ment, no-reference metrics [20]–[23] can estimate the per-
formance of algorithms without access to original references,
which can measure the restoration fidelity effectively. In this
paper, No-Reference Quality Metric (NIQMC) has been cal-
culated to validate the dehazing performance.

Secondly, to demonstrate the generalization ability of our
network, we quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate our
method against several algorithms on real benchmark datasets
I-HAZE [29] and D-HAZE [30]. More experimental results
are included in the following section.

All the experiments were performed with PyCharm
2018.3.1 and on a PC with Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 GPU.
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During training, we use Adaelta as the optimization algorithm
with the learning rate of 5× 10−2 and a batch size of 5. Mean
Square Error (MSE) is adopted as the loss function.

A. EXPERIMENTS ON OUR DATASET
Many image recognition tasks benefit from the continuous
efforts for standardized benchmarks to allow for compari-
son of different proposed methods under the same condi-
tions, such as ImageNet for visual recognition and OTB50,
OTB100 for object tracking. In comparison, a common
large-scale benchmark has been long missing for dehazing,
owing to the significant challenge in collecting or creat-
ing realistic hazy images with clean ground truth refer-
ences. In this case, large-scale synthetic hazy image datasets
come into being, such as RESIDE [31], Hazerd [32], NYU2
Depth [33], D-hazy [34] and Dense Haze [35]. These datasets
synthesize the training samples based on the ASM. During
synthesis, the scattering coefficient β is randomly sampled
to generate transmission maps with Eq.(5). This estimation
mechanism makes the synthetic hazy image datasets more
suitable for verification of even haze image dehazing.

Aiming at the uneven haze removal, a dataset including
190 types of clean images and corresponding 21975 hazy
images is designed and made in this paper. Each type of
clean image includes 80-200 hazy images in which the haze
is randomly distributed. The images captured under the con-
dition of no haze as the ground-truth are in the same scene
with the corresponding hazy images. The haze is generated
by soft burning smoke. Some samples are shown in Fig.9,
the left five columns are hazy images and the last column
is corresponding clean images. There is no post-processing
to get the ground-truth. There are no pixel shifts. To avoid
the effects of the changes in the lighting conditions, the time
intervals of the same type of image acquisition should be as
less as possible.

FIGURE 9. Real hazy samples and corresponding clean images.

1) ARCHITECTURE ANALYSIS
It is well known that the encoder-decoder structure has
the ability to reconstruct a high-quality image from a
low-quality image, such as applied to image denoising, image
superresolution. In this paper, the convolution/deconvolution
neural networks are respectively adopted to accomplish the

encoder-decoder structure. Essentially, the image recovery
process can be viewed as downsampling and upsampling
operation, which will inevitably have the edge information
loss. Hence, the enhancement network with heterogeneous
construction has been designed to improve image clarity.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the parallel network,
the loss movements of HT-Net and U-shape net have been
provided in Fig.10.

FIGURE 10. Movement of loss for HT-Net and U-shape net.

It is observed that both losses have a fluctuating behavior
throughout the training period, which happened as it was
stochastic training process. Both losses are decreasing over
the iterations, by contrast, the HT-Net has less fluctuate and
smaller loss value than the U-shape network. HT-Net is capa-
ble of removing haze by fusing the enhancing network, which
makes the model approach the clean imagemore quickly with
smaller errors.

2) COMPARISONS WITH OTHER METHODS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed network,
we perform the following three qualitative experiments on
various hazy images data and one quantitative comparison on
PSNR, SSIM, andMSE with five existing dehazing methods:
DCP [8], DeHazeNet [13], MSCNN [14], AOD-Net [15]
and FFA-Net [17]. 21450 images are been used to train the
network and 525 images as a non-overlapping test data set.
All image samples are resized 512× 512.

a: COMPARISONS OF THE THIN HAZE IMAGES
The first experiment has been designed on the thin haze
dataset, in which the haze is relatively slight. As revealed
by Fig.11, MSCNN [14] is able to remove the haze but
suffers from overly enhancing and color distortion, especially
the result in the first line. The AOD-Net [15] has removed
the haze well while it makes the image brightness slightly
darker than the ground truth. DCP [8], DeHazeNet [13], and
HT-Net all make the hazy images become cleaner. Compar-
ing with the other methods, our paper has much strongly
dehazing capability and the results are more similar to the
ground-truths.

b: COMPARISONS OF THE HEAVY HAZE IMAGES
To explain the validity of the proposed network on various
haze images, the second experiment has been designed on the
heavy haze data set. We selected four heavy haze samples
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FIGURE 11. Dehazing results on thin haze images. GT means ground truth.

which are derivative images of the same ground truths as
Fig.11. Compared with the above hazy samples in Fig.11, it is
observed that these images in Fig.12 are more dim, blurry,
and lower contrast, since these images are contaminated by
the heavy haze.

The dehazing effects of the other five methods are not
obvious on the heavy haze images, because these methods
are more suitable for even haze images. There is much resid-
ual haze in the results. Relatively, MSCNN [14] has better
results than the other four methods, but there still exists some
residual haze in its results. Fig.12 displays that the proposed
method is able to efficiently eliminate the haze, meanwhile it
recovers the object edges, details and makes the image much
closer to the ground-truths.

FIGURE 12. Dehazing results on heavy haze images. GT means ground
truth.

c: COMPARISONS OF THE UNEVEN HAZE IMAGES
The third experiment has been designed on the uneven haze
image data set, in which images are contaminated by the
different distributed haze. From Fig.13, it could be observed
that the five other compared methods cannot deal with this
type of uneven haze images. Their results still exist in large
amounts of residue haze. These methods are based on the
physical imaging model which considers the haze is even
and the transmission has not varied with the change of the
haze distribution. So it is conceivable that the dehazing results
could not satisfy the request.

FIGURE 13. Dehazing results on uneven haze images. GT means ground
truth.

Compared with these results, there are two advantages to
ours. One is that we can effectively remove the uneven haze
in the image. The other is that the proposed method has the
strong ability of image reconstruction, which can be observed
from some of the invisible details in the hazy image that can
be recovered.

d: COMPARISONS OF QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
Among the above experiments, several qualitative results
about the restored quality are demonstrated. Due to our real
hazy image dataset is accompanied by haze-free ground-truth
images, enabling us to measure the validity of this paper on
PSNR, SSIM, and MSE.

Tab.1 displays the average PSNR, SSIM, and MSE results
on our data set, respectively. The proposed method is much
higher than the five other methods, which explains that our
model is suitable for the various haze removal from the
quantitative view.

TABLE 1. Average PSNR, SSIM, and MSE results on our dataset.

To evaluate the dehazed images more convincing,
No-Reference Quality Metric (NIQMC) [23] has been
applied in this work, as shown in Tab.2. NIQMC [23] is
proposed for image quality assessment of contrast distortion
without the reference image. A smaller score indicates bet-
ter contrast quality. Since in our dataset, the ground truth
images are available, we calculate the NIQMC [23] value of
ground truth compared with the hazy samples and all dehazed
images. The average NIQMC [23] results on our dataset
are tabulated in Tab.2. It can be observed that our result
is better than DCP [8], DeHazeNet [13], AOD-Net [15],
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FIGURE 14. Dehazing results evaluated on O-Haze dataset. GT means ground truth.

FFA-Net [17], and very close to the result of ground truth.
From Tab.2 we can see MSCNN [14] gets the highest value
even higher than the ground truth, which illustrates MSCNN
has a remarkable ability to enhance image contrast. However,
it also indicates that MSCNN [14] may tend to over enhance
the image in colour. This is also reflected in qualitative
experiments such as Fig.11, Fig.12, and Fig.13.

TABLE 2. Average No-Reference Quality Metric results NIQMC [23] on
Our dataset, the second line is NIQMC [23] results and DIFF denotes the
difference between dehazed methods and GT in the third line.

B. EXPERIMENTS ON DATASETS I-HAZE AND O-HAZE
In order to verify the generalization of the proposed
network, we extended experiments on real haze image
datasets I-HAZE and O-HAZE. These images are from
NTIRE2018 Image Dehazing Challenge training datasets
with real hazy and haze-free (ground-truth) images. I-HAZE
contains 35 pairs of indoor images. O-HAZE contains 45 dif-
ferent outdoor scenes depicting the same visual content
recorded in haze-free and hazy conditions, under the same

illumination parameters. Different from most of the synthetic
databases, hazy images in these two datasets have been pro-
duced by a haze machine.

In I-Haze dataset, a random set of 27 images are selected
to generate the training set and in O-Haze dataset, 40 images
are used to train the network. For augmenting the training
data, the images are randomly rotated and cropped to 512 ×
512-sized patches. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, we conduct experiments on both I-HAZE
and O-HAZE image datasets. We compare our approach with
seven state of the art methods mentioned in the two datasets
quantitatively and qualitatively to illustrate our superior per-
formance on real haze images.

1) COMPARISONS OF QUALITATIVE RESULTS
Seven methods are used as baselines in this experiment,
which are He et al. [8], Meng et al. [36], Fattal [7],
Cai et al. [13], Ancuti et al. [37], Berman et al. [38]
and Ren et al. [14]. The seven single image dehazing
methods are presented in I-HAZE [29] and D-HAZE [30].
Fig.15 shows visual comparisons of seven approaches and
ours on the O-Haze dataset. The first column is hazy
images and the last column is haze-free images. We observe
that the dehazed images He et al. [8], Meng et al. [36],
Fattal et al. [7] and Cai et al. [13] tend to be a little dark visu-
ally. In Ancuti et al. [37] and Berman et al. [38], there are still
some haze remaining. Ren et al. [14] achieves better dehazed
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FIGURE 15. Dehazing results evaluated on real-world images.

results than the others, however, compared with haze-free
images, there is more obvious color distortion. The dehazed
images by our work are much closer to the ground truth.

2) COMPARISONS OF QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
Similar to the I-HAZE [29] and D-HAZE [30], SSIM [18],
PSNR [19] and CIEDE2000 [39] indexes between haze-free
images and the dehazed images are computed as quantitative
evaluation. Tab.3 presents the average values of the three
indexes over the I-HAZE and O-HAZE datasets compared
with He et al. [8], Meng et al. [36], Fattal [7], Cai et al. [13],
Ancuti et al. [37], Berman et al. [38], and Ren et al. [14]. The

quantitative results in Tab.3 demonstrates that the proposed
method obtains the best values on the three SSIM, PSNR and
CIEDE2000 indexes.

Moreover, to demonstrate the generalization ability of tihe
proposed method, we evaluate the proposed method on sev-
eral real-world hazy images usually used for image dehazing.
The dehazed results are shown in Fig.15. The first column
in Fig.15 are the real-world hazy images. it can be observed
that our method, DCP [8] and MSCNN [14] are able to
remove haze from the hazy images better. In the results of
DeHazeNet [13], AOD-Net [15], and FFA-Net [17], there still
have some haze in the images. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2,
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TABLE 3. Average SSIM, PSNR and CIEDE2000 results on I-HAZE and
O-HAZE datasets.

MSCNN [14] tends to over enhance the image in colour and
result in less color distortion. Although DCP [8] has good
dehazing results, it tends to make the result darker (observed
on the third and fourth rows, column (b)). In contrast, it can be
seen our method is able to achieve better dehazing results in
visually and generate realistic colors (see the sky in the sixth
row).

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the image dehazing with haze dis-
tributed unevenly. An image-to-image architecture with a
heterogeneous twin network has been designed to depict
the inherent relation between the haze/haze-free images and
reconstruct the clean images effectively. According to the
demand for a variety of haze removal, the proposed archi-
tecture consists of two parallel sub-networks with different
structure: an image dehazing network and an enhancement
network. The image dehazing network with skip connec-
tions is a symmetrical U-shape encoder-decoder structure
designed to extract the feature and recover haze-free images.
By the skip connections, the multiscale feature flows to
the recovering network smoothly, and deep network training
is accelerated effectively. The other enhancement network
based on the stacked ResNet is established to complement the
high-frequency information that may be lost during dehazing.

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed network,
the experiments on the diversified real haze images are car-
ried out. Firstly, on our uneven haze image dataset, the experi-
ment results show that the performance indexes PSNR, SSIM
and MSN obtained by our network are excellent of the com-
parison methods. Secondly, in order to validate the general-
ization of the proposed network, we extended experiments
on real haze image datasets I-HAZE and O-HAZE which are
used for NTIRE2018 as image dehazing challenge training
datasets. The experiment results illustrate our superior perfor-
mance on real haze images quantitatively and qualitatively.

The HT-Net proposed in the paper is effective to remove
the uneven haze in most of the images of our dataset and
benchmarking databases. However, the hazy image datasets
method is imperfect to the image with the color closed to

white in a large area. For these images, the output of HT-Net
would be supersaturated in a mono-color. Maybe HT-Net
could not depict the relationship between the current pixel
and its neighbors. In future work, the condition random field
or graphic neural network will be adopted to perfect the
relationship and eliminate the supersaturation. Furthermore,
our dataset will be expanded to cover more real-world scenes,
and we hope it can improve the generalization of the method.
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